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The Ethics of Research on Human Beings 

A Critical Review of the Issues and Arguments 

ARTHUR SCHAFER 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The trial of Nazi doctors at Nuremberg in 1947 generated widespread public 
awareness of the moral dangers posed by medical experimentation on human 
SUbjects. The revelation at Nuremberg of the abuse which Nazi medical re
searchers inflicted upon helpless, unwilling subjects led to public horror and 
revulsion. Yet, as the doctors on trial were quick to point out, it was not difficult 
to find numerous precedents for their activities. Indeed, for generations prior to 
the Nazi era, many highly respected medical scientists exploited human sub
jects----drawn usually from the most disadvantaged and vulnerable sectors of the 
population-for research projects designed to gain scientific knowledge of the 
etiology and cure of disease. 

Although the moral issues involved in medical experimentation have become 
the focus of much discussion, both popular and scholarly, almost no one has 
proposed that medical experimentation on human beings be halted, for without 
the use of human beings as research subjects, scientific medicine as we know 
it would not be possible. 

Much of the credit for our present high standard of medical care, and much 
of the promise of future advances, rests upon the use of human beings as research 
subjects. This dependency arises from the fact that human beings are not identical, 
physiologically and in other ways, with animals. Thus, biological questions 
about man's nature cannot be answered without gathering experimental data from 
research on human beings. While much preliminary data can be obtained from 
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nonhuman organisms, the ultimate testing of medical theories and treatments 
requires the use of human subjects in controlled experiments. The history of 
modern medicine is replete with instances of the results of animal experimentation 
failing to hold true for humans. For this reason it is often not possible properly 
to assess the efficacy of competing therapeutic treatments and procedures without 
human experimentation. 

The capability of modern medicine to offer effective diagnosis and treatment 
of disease is very largely due to its scientific basis. This is a relatively recent 
development in the history of man. Of course, there is a sense of "experimen
tation" in which it would be true to say that physicians have always experimented. 
From earliest times, when a patient has presented unusual symptoms or a disease 
which fails to respond to conventional treatment, doctors have experimented 
with new therapies. This ad hoc empirical approach to medical knowledge
trying out new treatments and procedures, followed by careful observation of 
the results-was the dominant methodology of Western medical science until 
well into the last century. Physicians were able to learn from their patients while 
they were treating them, with little or no conflict of values or obligations. In 
modern times, by contrast, clinical investigation has become an altogether dif
ferent sort of enterprise. What is now referred to as "medical experimentation" 
involves the designing of procedures which systematically manipulate subjects, 
and control for the purpose of gaining knowledge. It is this which has given 
modern medicine its power, and it is this which has generated the moral dilemmas 
with which we must cope. Pellegrino states: "The physician's traditional role as 
helper and his new role as scientist are of necessity brought into potential conflict. 
There is an overlapping of two sets of values-the scientific and the personal
which continually must be ordered to each other" (1971). The use of randomized 
clinical trials to test drugs provides a useful paradigm of the ways in which 
scientific research confronts us with problems different from those faced in earlier 
times, and will be discussed in some detail in Section 11 below. 

2. SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC FACTORS 

Before presenting an analysis of the main concepts, issues, and arguments, 
it may be helpful to survey briefly some of the social and economic factors which 
have brought the moral issues to such prominence and have made their resolution 
a matter of grave public concern. 

Several social and economic trends have converged in recent years to pro
duce, by their collective impact, an intensification of the moral problems involved 
in experimentation on human subjects. Not the least of these factors has been 
the sheer volume of the research being conducted. Drug research has constituted 
a significant part of the total. Both governmental and private investment in 
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biomedical research have increased rapidly since the 1930s, when the clinical 
efficacy of sulfonamides in the treatment of infectious disease was established. 
Both physicians and their patients have come to rely heavily on potent new drugs 
provided in vast array by the pharmaceutical industry. These drugs promise great 
benefits and threaten great harms. To maximize the former and minimize the 
latter, an enormous volume of research is undertaken. The clinical testing of new 
drugs involves tens of thousands of human subjects. To perform these experi
ments, some 25,000 investigators registered with the U.S. Government Food 
and Drug Administration in 1967 alone (Cavers, 1970). These numbers are 
increasing rapidly, year by year, partly in response to public demand and gov
ernment pressure, and partly in response to the economic imperatives of the 
market: some critics of the pharmaceutical industry claim that drug companies 
sponsor a great deal of unnecessary duplication of testing in order to introduce 
minor modifications which enable them to bypass their competitors' patents. 
Huge investments in the testing of cosmetic products have also been seen as of 
questionable social utility. Critics of the drug industry claim that it is morally 
objectionable to expose human research subjects to risk on behalf of such com
mercial objectives. 

Drug-related research is, of course, only one facet of medical research. By 
the decade of the 1970s, federal funding for biomedical research in North America 
amounted to several billion dollars, taking second place only to weapons research. 
To illustrate the rapidity of this expansion: in the 20-year period 1945-1965, the 
annual expenditure for research (in large part on humans) by the U.S. National 
Institutes of Health increased 624-fold (Beecher, 1966). The allocation of funds 
at such a level has enormously increased both the numbers of biomedical re
searchers and the importance of the science and research components in medical 
education. Altogether, the impact of this funding on modem medicine has been 
profound. In the leading medical schools and teaching hospitals the ethos of 
patient care has diminished in competition with the ethos of scientific research, 
or so many critics allege. Pellegrino, for example, contends that the traditional 
relationship of the physician to the patient has been seriously threatened by this 
development. In his view, "the unconscious conflict is precipitated not by pe
cuniary interest but by academic ambition!" (Pellegrino, 1971) The danger here 
pointed to is that the prestige and professional rewards attaching to a career in 
scientific research will affect the attitudes and values of physicians and medical 
students, and will lead to the exploitation of patients, who come to be regarded 
primarily as objects of detached study. 

The data gathered by Barber in his survey of the attitudes and practices of 
medical investigators, lend support to those who claim that the values of scientific 
research and humane therapy can seriously conflict. He states: "The tension 
between investigation and ethical concern is best illustrated by indications that 
the struggle for scientific priority and recognition exerts pressures on ethical 
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considerations. Our data show that the social structure of competition and reward 
is one of the sources of permissive behaviour in experimentation with human 
subjects ... " (1976). Barber was surprised to find, when he posed several cases 
to a sample of clinical investigators, that many researchers (an estimated 28%) 
favorably viewed experiments which involved substantial risk to the subjects but 
promised to yield knowledge of only marginal value (1973). His conclusion
that human subjects are not adequately protected by current mechanisms of social 
control-is supported by a recent study done by Gray (1975), which claims that 
even in such respected university-hospital centers as that of Yale University, 
ethical norms have, on occasion, been violated and patients treated in ethically 
questionable ways in order to accommodate the needs of scientific research. At 
Yale, for example, Gray interviewed subjects in a study of the effects of a new 
labor-inducing drug. The subjects were not interviewed until after the experiment 
had begun or, in some cases, had reached completion. He discovered that many 
(39%) were unaware that they were the subjects of research. Among those who 
were aware that they were research subjects, most did not understand some 
aspects of the study: that there were risks, that they were not required to par
ticipate, that it was a double-blind experiment. 

3. SOCIAL CONTROL 

There would appear, then, to be a serious ethical problem of how best to 
protect the patient-subject from investigators who behave unethically while car
rying out medical research. The work of Barber (1976), Gray (1975), and Beecher 
(1966) provides considerable support for the conclusion that, despite the prev
alence of ethical "peer review" committees, ethical violations are more frequent 
than one might expect. 

McDermott, a medical researcher himself, testifies on the basis of his ex
perience that neither the institutionalized controls of committees nor the inter
nalized controls of conscience are providing adequate protection for research 
subjects: 

These mechanisms are self-selected groups; they do not have the sanction of any 
constituency in society; there is no adversary proceeding .... Moreover, these juries 
are [composed of) senior men. They got to be senior by cutting and slashing their 
way through the ethics of clinical investigations, and they are then suddenly supposed 
to tell young men that they cannot do the same thing .... [These juries] are a 
superficial, veneer-like approach. (McDermott, cited by Jaffe, 1970) 

Of course, these claims are highly controversial. There would be many scientists 
who would take strong exception to McDermott's opinions. I cite McDermott's 
impressions, not to endorse or reject them, but to draw attention to a possible 
danger: the priorities and values of institutions as well as of individuals are 
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susceptible to being influenced by the prevalent interinstitutional competition for 
funds and prestige. Organizational imperatives can result in a "skewing" of 
institutional ethical standards as decisively as careerist self-interest can distort 
the attitudes and values of individual researchers. 

But, if the research mission is seen as having an undue influence on both 
individual biomedical investigators and the institutions in which they work, to 
what source ought the public to look in seeking social control over medical 
experimentation? Professional self-regulation, via the promulgation of codes and 
guidelines, will only be effective if those who apply the guidelines do so diligently 
and rigorously. Although it is difficult to ascertain conclusively just how effective 
(or ineffective) peer review is in practice, Barber and Gray interpret their data 
as showing that peer review falls significantly short of complete effectiveness. 
Part of the problem, according to Gray, is that many working biomedical in
vestigators seem to give less than full-hearted support to review committees. Nor 
does the addition of lay members to such committees appear to have made much 
difference. Most lay members, he claims, are either incapable of reaching an 
independent judgment of professional performance or are intimidated from doing 
so by the authority of the professional members. It is, perhaps, not possible at 
the present time to judge accurately the extent to which peer review is rendered 
nugatory by professional indifference and/or loose ethical standards, but there 
is a growing body of evidence to support the fear that such committees may 
sometimes do more to legitimize ethically dubious research than to police and 
prevent it (Gray, 1975, 1977). 

We are confronted here with a dilemma. The highly technical, specialized 
knowledge of the professional confers extensive opportunities for the abuse of 
power. This has led to the demand for public participation in and control over 
decision making. But significant public participation and control is difficult to 
achieve just because the specialized knowledge of the professional is not yet 
accessible to the public. Self-regulation is thus unworkable and unavoidable at 
the same time. This summary of the problem will strike some researchers as 
hyperbolic or, at least, tendentious. Even so, there cannot be many who would 
deny the need either to improve self-regulation or to supplement it with some 
additional safeguard(s). 

As a supplement to professional self-regulation, one might look to the legal 
system as a mechanism for social control. The principle of integrity of the 
individual, both physical and mental, is enshrined in the law of battery. The 
essence of a civil action for battery is the violation of one's personal dignity that 
occurs when one's body is significantly "intermeddled with" without full and 
valid consent. Unlike negligence, which requires that the plaintiff prove sub
stantial injuries (usually involving financial loss), battery protects one's dignity 
by establishing the right not to have one's body impinged upon without one's 
informed consent. Thus, those responsible for the Yale experiment mentioned 
above would be liable to an action in battery even if none of the subjects was 
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hanned, and even if they were benefited, if it were established that consent had 
not been procured or was procured by means of deceptive or incomplete disclo
sure. 

Nevertheless, although the law (via actions for battery and negligence) 
provides an individual with the opportunity to vindicate the integrity of his 
person, in practice the law is less than adequate as a means for social control 
of human experimentation. Many experiments criticized as ethically improper 
or questionable have not resulted in demonstrable hann to the research subjects. 
Notwithstanding the fact that an action for battery can succeed in the absence 
of damage, few individuals are inclined to undertake the expense of a lawsuit 
in this circumstance. Moreover, research subjects will frequently be unaware of 
the necessary evidence or will find the evidence difficult to obtain. As a result, 
there have been very few lawsuits arising from unethical medical experiments. 

This returns us to professional self-regulation. I would suggest that it may 
be possible to reform institutional ethics committees in ways that would render 
them more effective as moral guardians. For example, the employment of a 
specially trained "subject advocate" or "patient's friend" would be one of several 
possible devices to counteract possible professional or institutional bias. The 
introduction, by this means, of some aspect of the adversary system might prod 
otherwise recalcitrant committees into taking their duties more seriously, and 
might help to ensure that research subjects are fully aware of their rights. At the 
same time, it would be a mistake to ignore the importance of the attitudes and 
values of the clinical investigator, for it is the investigator who must draft and 
ultimately implement the protocol. At the personal level, the internalized controls 
of conscience could be reinforced by an increased emphasis in the curriculum 
of medical schools on the ethical obligations arising from scientific research. In 
the final analysis, however, the establishment of ethical-policy guidelines is a 
political task which must be performed by society through the institutions of 
govemment. It is society which must decide when it is right and proper to expose 
some individuals to risk of hann in order to seek benefits for them and/or for 
society as a whole. Methods must be found which will make it more likely that 
the policy emerging from institutionalized decision-making processes will serve 
truly human ends. 

4. DEFINITIONS 

Discussions of research ethics tend to rely heavily on several key terms and 
distinctions, including especially the phrase "human experimentation" and the 
distinction between "therapeutic" and "nontherapeutic" research. To define the 
notion of human experimentation is not as straightforward a task as one might 
expect. Medical information about human beings can be acquired in a number 
of different ways, ranging from casual observation to scientifically controlled 
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research. Some scholars prefer to operate with a very broad definition. Shimkin, 
for example, appears to use the phrase "medical experimentation on human 
beings" to cover any activity which leads to the acquisition of data about human 
beings: 

Medical experimentation on human beings, in its broadest meaning and for the good 
of the individual patient, takes place continually in every doctor's office. Hence the 
general question of human experimentation is one of degree rather than of kind. 
Deliberate experimentation on a group of cases with adequate controls rather than on 
individual patients is merely an efficient and convenient means of collecting and 
interpreting data that would otherwise be dispersed and inaccessible. (1953) 

Shimkin goes so far as to assert that "to do nothing, or to prevent others from 
doing anything, is itself a type of experiment, for the prevention of experimen
tation is tantamount to the assumption of responsibility for an experiment different 
from the one proposed "(1953).Another, equally broad use of the term classifies 
as "experimental" any treatment about which a physician feels somewhat tentative 
because it is relatively novel or not fully tested or of uncertain value in the 
particular case. This usage would, like the definition proposed by Shimkin, result 
in extending the term to cover virtually all medical treatment. 

For our purposes, it will be useful to adopt a more restrictive definition of 
the phrase "human experimentation." While readily conceding that most medical 
treatments are tentative to some degree, and that a good doctor learns something 
from each individual case he treats that may be generalized so as to benefit future 
patients, this paper will deal only with research on human subjects that is con
trolled specifically for the purpose of yielding scientific knowledge. Moreover, 
while the ambit of "research" extends well beyond physically intrusive proce
dures, to encompass such activities as psychological analysis of human behavior 
based on questionnaires or observation, as well as the storage and publication 
of personal information, the only sort of research that will be directly discussed 
here will be that which involves physically invasive procedures, such as the 
administration of drugs. 

The essence of the distinction between medical treatment or therapy, on 
the one hand, and medical research or experimentation, on the other, rests with 
the purpose of or intention behind the activity, rather than with its consequences 
or motive. Medical "therapy" aims at the relief of suffering and the restoration 
of good health. It can take the form of diagnostic or preventative measures, or 
the treatment of disease or disability. The physician has traditionally been as
signed the therapeutic role of curing the patient as quickly as possible and with 
the least possible risk and discomfort. Thus, an activity is properly designated 
as "therapeutic" insofar as it is designed to promote the interests of the patient. 
Therapy may not succeed in realizing its objective. The patient may not be 
benefited, or may even be harmed, by measures intended to be therapeutic. But 
it is the intention which makes it appropriate to apply the label to the activity. 
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Medical research or experimentation, on the other hand, is a scientific 
activity designed to promote the acquisition of knowledge. Research is not 
distinguished from therapy by the motives of the researcher. Research and therapy 
can either of them be undertaken from any of a multitude of motivations, ranging 
from love of humanity to the desire for personal status. The motives of the 
researcher may be entirely humane, or not. The same is true for the physician. 
Often the motives of both researchers and physicians will be mixed. Moreover, 
the subjects on whom the experiment is done may benefit from the experiment, 
or they may not. As noted above, the same can be said of therapy: the patient 
mayor may not benefit. 

The benefits of successful research frequently accrue to future patients. For 
example, when healthy persons volunteer to have the safety of some new drug 
tested on them before being made generally available, the primary benefits of 
the research are intended for others. This is not to deny that secondary benefits 
may accrue to the research subject: the intrinsic satisfactions of altruistic be
haviour, or enhanced status, or financial reward are all common benefits. 

To reiterate: the primary purpose of research is to contribute to knowledge; 
the primary purpose of therapy is to benefit the patient receiving it. In the case 
of "nontherapeutic research," the fact that it may be carried out by a medical 
doctor is coincidental and should be treated as morally irrelevant, for the doctor 
deals with the subject exclusively in his (the doctor's) role as a scientist. 

Having drawn a clear-cut distinction between therapy and experimentation, 
one must admit that in practice the distinction is often blurred by the large 
number of gradations between the experimental and the therapeutic end of the 
spectrum. A good deal of research is carried out by physicians on subjects who 
are simultaneously patients (their own or those of some other doctor). In many 
cases the patient himself is intended to benefit directly from the experiment
that is part of its purpose, but not its whole purpose. One of the essential purposes 
underlying so-called therapeutic experimentation is to contribute to medical 
knowledge. In pursuit of this objective, procedures may be undertaken that are 
not strictly necessary for the treatment/cure of that patient. Systems of treatment 
are chosen partly with a view to curing the patient and partly with a view to 
testing new procedures or comparing the efficacy of various established proce
dures. The patient who is also a research subject may thereby be exposed to 
added hazards, discomforts, or inconveniences. Despite these disadvantages, it 
will sometimes be to the direct and immediate benefit of a patient to become a 
research subject. For example, by agreeing to participate in an experiment, a 
patient may gain access to a new and promising drug which is being tried out 
in a limited way. Alternatively, or additionally, the patient may benefit indirectly 
by receiving especially close attention and care from an elite group of highly 
trained specialists. But when the goal of therapy conflicts with the goal of 
research, serious moral problems are generated. 
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One final definitional point. The distinction between therapeutic research 
and nontherapeutic research has recently been questioned by the National Com
mission for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral 
Research (USA) (1977) and rejected by the Medical Research Council of Canada 
Working Group on Human Experimentation (1978), on the ground that it is liable 
to create harmful misconceptions. The MRC's Working Group, for example, 
fears that the phrase "therapeutic experimentation" may obscure the fact that 
"the physician-patient relation appropriate to therapy must be supplemented, in 
research, by an investigator-subject relation" (1978). The danger anticipated by 
the MRC is that a patient may mistakenly assume that his mode of treatment is 
wholly therapeutic, when in fact the research is intended to evaluate potential 
therapeutic value. The need for fully informed and voluntary consent is in no 
way diminished because the research subject may derive some direct therapeutic 
benefit. Although recognizing the possibility that the phrase "therapeutic exper
imentation" could mislead some patient-subjects, one could argue that the term 
is needed to distinguish cases in which there are genuinely overlapping purposes, 
and that it can usefully be retained so long as precautions are taken to prevent 
misunderstandings. 

5. ETHICAL CODES 

To guide and inform their deliberations, both individual investigators and 
institutional committees have reference to various professional codes and guide
lines. The classical codes of medical ethics, of which the Hippocratic oath is the 
most famous, make no specific mention of the ethical obligations of the re
searcher. The dual role of the physician, as both healer and scientific investigator, 
did not often pose severe ethical conflicts before the advent of modem medicine. 

The Hippocratic ethical code insists that the physician's sole responsibility 
is to benefit his individual patient: "I will follow that system of regimen which 
according to my ability and judgement, I consider for the benefit of my patients, 
and abstain from whatever is deleterious and mischievous." This stipulation 
would seem to preclude the manipulation of patient-subjects for the purpose of 
obtaining scientific knowledge, even were the patient to give full informed 
consent to such procedures. 

In the aftermath of the Nazi period and the trials at Nuremberg, it became 
clear that there was an urgent need to promulgate an international code of ethics 
for medical research. The Nuremberg Code of Ethics in Medical Research (see 
Appendix A) was the first of a series of efforts to fulfill this need. 

The Nuremberg Code accepts that medical experimentation on human sub
jects is sometimes morally permissible. It stipulates that an experiment will be 
legally and morally legitimate only if it takes place with the fully voluntary and 
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informed consent of the research subject. Thus, the provision of the Hippocratic 
oath according to which every medical procedure must be justified by its potential 
benefit to the patient is replaced by the more permissive requirement that "the 
voluntary consent of the human subject is absolutely essential." 

The concept of informed consent, with its emphasis on the individual's right 
to self-determination, is of relatively recent origin. Neither the law nor prevailing 
customs and mores gave much acknowledgment to the principle of informed 
consent prior to the present century. In the English-speaking world the right to 
informed consent (whether for experimental or therapeutic procedures) achieved 
proper legal status and prominence only with the 1914 judgment of Judge Ben
jamin Cardozo, in the case of Shloendorffvs. New York Hospital: "Every human 
being of adult years and sound mind," declared Judge Cardozo, "has a right to 
determine what shall be done with his own body. . . ." 

The principle of informed consent is now generally accepted as the basic 
requirement which an experiment must satisfy if it is to be morally legitimate. 
Most people have an intuitive grasp of what is involved in reaching an uncoerced 
decision on the basis of information which has been provided. However, in 
practice the question of what is to count as free and informed consent has been 
highly controversial and difficult to resolve. Analysis of the concept has given 
rise to a welter of ethical issues. How much information is necessary for informed 
consent? What sort of information is relevant and are patients or subjects capable 
of understanding it properly? When is consent truly voluntary? Does "proxy 
consent" legitimate pediatric research? Are drug addicts, the mentally ill, or 
seriously ill patients competent to give consent? Since the Nuremberg trials, the 
moral issues surrounding consent have come to dominate discussions of the 
ethics of experimentation on human subjects. In Section 9 some of these issues 
are explored in greater detail. 

As we have seen, traditional medical ethics imposes on the physician an 
obligation of unqualified fidelity to his patient. Nontherapeutic (and some ther
apeutic) experimentation, even with the consent of the SUbject-patient, runs 
counter to this principle. The World Medical Association affirmed its adherence 
to this traditional position in its 1949 International Code of Medical Ethics: "Any 
act, or advice, which could weaken physical or mental resistance of a human 
being may be used only in his interest." The phrase "in his interest" is meant 
to refer to his interest in his own good health rather than, say, his financial 
interest. But by 1964, in the Declaration of Helsinki (see Appendix B), the 
World Medical Association had significantly altered its stance on research ethics. 
The Helsinki Declaration defends research on human beings as a moral imper
ative, even when it exposes subjects to certain risks: "It is essential that the 
results of laboratory experiments be applied to human beings to further scientific 
knowledge and to help suffering humanity." Guidelines are then promulgated 
to cover both therapeutic and nontherapeutic research. Wider social interests 
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(the interests of "suffering humanity") are now allowed to override the "patient
benefiting" principle so long as a specific set of necessary conditions is fulfilled. 
Informed consent is the first of these in importance, although even here an 
exception of sorts is made to cover cases of legal incompetence. In such cases, 
consent from the legal guardian or permission from the responsible relative is 
allowed to replace that of the subject. 

In comparing and contrasting the Nuremberg Code and Helsinki Declaration 
with more recent guidelines for clinical investigation, such as those of the 
American Medical Association (see Appendix C), the American Department of 
Health, Education and Welfare (see Appendix D), and the Canadian Medical 
Research Council, one finds a broad consensus on several important questions 
and significant disagreements on several others. There is a clear consensus that 
continued research (both therapeutic and nontherapeutic) on human beings is 
morally justifiable providing that there has been voluntary and informed consent 
and providing that certain other principles are satisfied. Disagreement centers 
mostly on whether it is ever permissible to carry out research on subjects who 
are minors or mentally incompetent or institutionalized. Some of the major 
arguments and conflicting moral principles underlying these disagreements will 
be discussed in Sections 7-10. 

6. FURTHER ISSUES 

The Nuremberg Code and the Helsinki Declaration, in common with most 
other codes for medical research, contain a number of moral guidelines which 
apply prior to the question of consent. They specify grounds on which some 
experiments ought to be rejected before any potential subject has been invited 
to volunteer or give consent. Some of these rules are relatively uncontroversial, 
and follow from a straightforward application of the doctrine of utilitarianism: 
if an end is to justify means which, in themselves, are undesirable, then the end 
must be worthwhile, there must be a reasonable prospect that the means will 
lead to the end, the means must be genuinely necessary and must involve as 
little harm as possible, and the good of the end must outweigh the harm produced 
by the means. Thus, if the experimental design is poor and therefore unlikely 
to yield scientific knowledge, or if the investigator lacks proper scientific qual
ifications and competence, or if the research imposes unnecessary risks on the 
human subjects, or if its scientific and medical worth is insufficient to justify the 
degree of risk involved, then an experiment is morally unjustifiable and ought 
not to be permitted. 

One might wish to add, as a further moral requirement, that for an exper
iment to be permissible the anticipated benefits must not fall below a minimum 
specified level, and the anticipated harm must not exceed a specified maximum 
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level. A trivial research objective will not justify exposing human subjects even 
to very small risks. Pellegrino observes that "as one reviews experimental pro
tocols involving human subjects, it is impressive how often this dimension of 
morality is ignored" (1971). 

Is there also an upper limit to the dangers which we should allow research 
subjects to face? The Nuremberg Code not only requires that the degree of risk 
imposed on a subject be in proportion to the likely benefits, but it further stipulates 
that "no experiment should be conducted where there is an a priori reason to 
believe that death or disabling injury will occur; except, perhaps, in those ex
periments where the experimental physicians also serve as subjects." It follows 
from this provision of the Nuremberg Code that even if an experiment promises 
to yield very great benefits, it must be forbidden if it carries some risk-even 
a small risk?--of death or disablement for the research subjects. 

As it stands, this rule seems to be ethically indefensible. It may, for example, 
be eminently rational for a patient to volunteer for a dangerous experiment, one 
which involves a considerable risk of serious harm, if the available alternatives 
involve an even greater likelihood of serious harm. For some seriously ill patients, 
their only chance for survival may require a willingness to participate in an 
experimental trial of some risky new therapy. The principles of utility and 
autonomy both support the conclusion that a person in this sort of situation has 
a right to volunteer for such an experiment. 

On the other hand, the stipulation of an upper level of harm to which 
research subjects may be exposed, even with their voluntary consent, is more 
plausible if restricted to nontherapeutic research. It is arguable that certain sorts 
of nontherapeutic research ought not to be carried out simply because the ex
perimental risks are too serious. Consider, for example, research involving the 
deliberate experimental production of a drug or alcohol-induced physical or 
mental pathology in volunteers for the sake of studying pathogenic mechanisms. 
In one recent experiment (Griffith et aI., 1972), unpaid volunteers were used to 
test whether amphetamine drugs are psychotomimetic and to study the mecha
nisms of drug-induced paranoia. Doses of dextroamphetamine sulfate were ad
ministered, and as predicted, a number of the subjects experienced paranoid 
psychosis. Do the benefits of such an experiment justify exposing volunteers to 
hazards of this magnitude? A second illustrative example may be useful. In order 
to test whether withdrawal of alcohol from chronically intoxicated persons will 
precipitate convulsions or a delirium or both, a group of researchers (Isbell et 
al., 1955) carried out an experiment in which volunteer subjects consumed large 
amounts of alcohol for periods up to 87 days, following which alcohol was 
abruptly withdrawn. The researchers report that "all of the six patients who drank 
for forty-eight days or more exhibited significant symptoms of withdrawal. All 
had tremor, weakness, perspiration, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, hyperflexia, 
slight fever, elevated blood pressure, and insomnia. Convulsions occurred in 
two." One's ethical doubts about the propriety of this sort of experimentation 
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are increased when one further discovers that the volunteer subjects for this 
hazardous experiment were all former morphine addicts, currently serving sen
tences for Narcotic Act violations. Nor is one entirely reassured to learn that 
"the psychiatric diagnosis in all instances was either character disorder or in
adequate personality," though their personality aberrations were "no greater than 
those frequently observed in alcoholics." (More will be said about "voluntary 
consent" and about experimentation on prisoners and addicts/alcoholics in Section 
lO.) If the value of the scientific and medical knowledge to be gained from such 
investigations is very great, then one could attempt to justify them on utilitarian 
grounds. The benefits might outweigh the costs. There are, however, nonutili
tarian principles, such as that requiring of us respect for the dignity of each 
individual human being, according to which such experimentation might be seen 
as morally objectionable even if the cost-benefit ratio were favorable. 

Against this it could be argued that if a person chooses, voluntarily and 
with full knowledge, to subject himself to a hazardous medical experiment, from 
whatever motives, then there is no assault on his dignity. If we allow that an 
individual is entitled to follow a risky occupation or to engage in risk-filled 
recreational activities, then by parity of reasoning we must allow him the right 
to risk his life and health in a hazardous medical experiment. 

To rebut this argument, one might accept the claim that the situations are 
relevantly similar, and contend that to expose one's health to permanent and 
serious injury is, in all such cases (whether occupational, recreational, or ex
perimental) a violation of personal integrity. Or, one could claim, as Fried does, 
that there are morally relevant disanalogies in the two sorts of cases. Although 
the same level of risk may obtain for a dangerous experiment, on the one hand, 
and a dangerous occupation or sport, on the other, in the case of the experiment 
the subject is not engaged in an active pursuit of his own purposes: "He makes 
his body a separate thing which he sells or gives away, so that others may pursue 
their purposes with it. It is only incidentally that the body so used belongs to 
a human being who has invested this body with his own personal identity and 
for whom it is the locus of purposes and integrity (Fried, 1974). This distinction 
of Fried's may not be easy to sustain. A research subject may identify himself 
closely with the objectives of the research, and become thereby a sort of coad
venturer with the experimenter. And the subject could be required to exercise 
certain of his capacities actively in the course of the research. On the other hand, 
a hazardous occupation or pastime might involve little or no use of one's physical 
capacities. Allowing oneself to be shot from a cannon may serve to illustrate 
such a case. 

If this objection to Fried's argument is found persuasive, then those who 
wish to defend the rule prohibiting hazardous nontherapeutic research must be 
prepared also to argue against allowing individuals to engage in similarly haz
ardous occupations and activities, or else they must find some other, more 
defensible, way of distinguishing the cases. 
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7. EVALUATION OF RISK AND BENEFIT 

Scientific experiments require special moral justification when they expose 
human subjects to some risk of harm (whether in the form of physical harm, 
mental stress, inconvenience, loss of privacy, or whatever). This moral justifi
cation is furnished, primarily, by the utilitarian argument that where the overall 
social benefit derived from experimentation considerably outweighs the costs/ 
harms involved, then the experiment is justifiable. One could go further and 
argue for the stronger conclusion that where the social benefits are very high 
and far outweigh the harms involved it is not only morally permissible to proceed 
with experimentation but morally obligatory. 

It is now widely, though not universally, accepted that we have an obligation 
as a society to provide adequate medical care to everyone. This obligation would 
seem to entail that society promote the development of effective treatments. To 
forgo medical experimentation would be to deprive ourselves of the benefits of 
new remedies, and not only ourselves, but future generations as well. This point 
is well made by James, who invites us to consider the ethics of not doing research: 

In the discussion of ethical considerations relating to clinical research, the rights of 
the unborn generations to benefit from the fruits of research must also be weighed. 
It can be debated that no man today has the free and moral right to condemn his 
grandchildren to the same perils of disease to which he is exposed by virtue of the 
present lack of effective scientific information, and his failure to participate in a search 
for it. (1972) 

Without extensive scientific research we not only forgo the opportunity to acquire 
new and more effective treatments for ourselves and for future generations, but 
we risk injuring ourselves with insufficiently tested remedies and procedures, 
old and new. It should not be forgotten that many procedures currently in wide 
use have never been experimentally validated and may be utterly wasteful or, 
worse, may be actively harmful. As an example: a recent study reports that more 
than 150,000 children in the United States are being administered stimulant drugs 
as a treatment for behavioral or learning problems. Yet little is known regarding 
the long-term effects of such drug use (Sroufe and Stewart, 1973). As a further 
example of the problem, one might cite the growing concern about the toxicity 
of Antabuse. This drug is still widely prescribed as a therapeutic treatment for 
alcoholism, yet little is known about either its efficacy or its toxicity. Given the 
fact of scarce medical resources, the issue of cost-effectiveness carries with it 
a moral dimension, as of course does the issue of safety. We would seem to be 
ethically remiss if we abstain from research which is likely to yield beneficial 
knowledge. 

On the other hand, we are ethically remiss if we permit experimentation 
to occur where the risks outweigh the benefits. The utilitarian approach to the 
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ethics of experimentation on human subjects requires that we balance benefits 
against risks in order to ensure that the former outweigh the latter. The Nuremberg 
Code and the Helsinki Declaration each contain a provision which embodies this 
approach: "The degree of risk taken should never exceed that determined by the 
humanitarian importance of the problem to be solved by the experiment" (Nu
remberg Code); and, "Every biomedical research project involving human sub
jects should be preceded by careful assessment of predictable risk in comparison 
with foreseeable benefits to the subject and to others" (Helsinki Declaration). 
Unfortunately, however, the balancing and weighting procedure is sometimes 
difficult, or even impossible, to perform. 

There are several possible sources of difficulty. The facts necessary to 
quantify benefit or risk may be unknown, or may be the subject of disagreement 
among the scientific experts. The existence and nature of both risks and benefits 
are often difficult to assess. Often the investigator himself will simply not know 
the probability of harm and benefit. The experiment is being done partly in order 
to discover the risks. Drug hazards can be minimized by following careful 
procedures, but cannot be established conclusively prior to making human tests. 

The concept of calculating benefit is especially complex since, in addition 
to working out the probability of the benefit actually being derived, one must 
find a formula to commensurate two further distinct variables: the degree of 
benefit and the extent of the benefit. That is, in order to calculate overall benefit 
one must find a way to include both the importance of the benefit, which could 
range from a more pleasantly perfumed soap to a lifesaving drug, and the number 
of potential beneficiaries. If the benefiting population is very large but the nature 
of the benefit is slight, then some sort of policy calculus will be needed in order 
to aggregate these factors and compare them with the hazards involved for the 
individual research subject. Moreover, the formula, to be ethically adequate, 
must respect our sense of fairness and equity by, among other things, ensuring 
that a very high likelihood of achieving a very small benefit for a very large 
number of people is not allowed to override even a small risk of causing very 
serious harm to a few individual research subjects. 

Let us suppose that the case we are dealing with is one in which the scientific 
facts concerning risks are known and agreed upon. Suppose, for example, that 
medical researchers know both the likelihood and seriousness of the harm that 
would come to some research subjects from being administered large doses of 
amphetamines over a period of time. In order to reach a rational decision~n 
the basis of this knowledge-as to whether it is ethically proper to proceed with 
the experiment, one must now balance the known risks of harm to the research 
subjects against the potential benefit to them and others (Macklin, 1977). That 
is, one must decide what risks are worth taking in order to achieve the benefit. 
The Nuremberg Code and the Helsinki Declaration tell us that we must formulate 
a risk-benefit equation in order properly to assess the ethics of an experiment, 
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but they do not tell us what values to employ in deciding whether the balance 
is favorable or not. Rational decision making requires that we apply a set of 
weighted values to the relevant facts. Utilities must be assigned to each of the 
various alternative outcomes. In our amphetamine research example, conflict is 
likely to arise in the establishment of value priorities: would a 10% risk of 
morbidity together with a 0.53% risk of mortality be warranted in order to 
achieve the probable benefits? One's answer will clearly hinge on one's value 
set. 

As a further example to illustrate the problem of ethical decision making 
under conditions of ignorance, consider the current controversy over giving 
alcohol to alcoholics or advocating treatments that do not require total absti
nence. * The scientific experts simply do not agree about whether there is any 
necessity, biological or psychological, for alcoholics to abstain entirely from 
alcohol. If excessive drinking is a habit that can be "unlearned," then it may be 
morally legitimate to engage in therapeutic experimentation in which alcoholics 
are given alcohol. But if alcoholics are or become constitutionally unable to 
drink except abusively, then such experimentation would carry grave risks for 
the subject-patients and might, therefore, be regarded as impermissible. The 
U. S. National Council on Alcoholism makes a number of claims with respect 
to this issue: "Abstinence from alcohol is necessary for recovery from the disease 
of alcoholism"; "there can be no relaxation from the stated position that no 
alcoholic may return with safety to the use of alcohol" (1976). If these claims 
are true, then it would seem to follow that research into controlled drinking by 
alcoholics is too hazardous to be ethically permissible, for it would expose them 
(the alcoholic subjects) "to an inability ever to stop or to recover, and to eventual 
death or insanity" (Mann, 1974, cited by M. B. Sobell and L. C. Sobell, 1976; 
italics added). On the other hand, if one proceeds with experimentation in the 
face of these risks, one may discover that some alcoholics can be trained for 
moderate drinking. This knowledge might, in tum, result in saving many al
coholics from the consequences of their alcoholism. M. B. Sobell and L. C. 
Sobell contend that the position of the U.S. National Council on Alcoholism 
presents "a significant threat to scientific inquiry and treatment innovation" 
(1976). 

This is a difficult case to decide ethically just because the relevant facts
those facts required if we are to make an accurate assessment of probable out
comes-are at present unknown. In situations where the outcome is unknown, 
we may decide to adopt a "hope for the best" attitude, and proceed boldly. Or, 
we may "fear the worst" and decide to proceed cautiously or not at all. In either 
case, our choices are likely to have a profound effect on the future course and 
prospects for society. 

* Professor Howard Cappell suggested this example to me. 
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8. VALUE PRIORITIES 

Jonas is a leading advocate of the principle that "averting a disaster always 
carries greater weight than promoting a good. Extraordinary danger excuses 
extraordinary means. This covers human experimentation, which we would like 
to count, as far as possible, among the extraordinary rather than the ordinary 
means of serving the common good under public auspices" (1970). According 
to this principle one ought to assign a much higher priority to the value of 
minimizing the risk of harm to research subjects than one does to the value of 
advancing scientific knowledge. Jonas recognizes that medical experimentation 
is necessary for the advance of scientific knowledge, and he recognizes that the 
advance of scientific knowledge is necessary for the promotion of public health. 
He accepts that public health is a good, even a "superlative good." But he insists 
that the submission of human subjects to research which is hazardous should not 
be sought or accepted unless the community is faced with the sort of "clear and 
present danger" which a raging epidemic poses. Since virtually every medical 
procedure involves some element of risk (for example, even the taking of a blood 
sample carries a slight risk of infection), it may not often be morally proper to 
ask individuals to volunteer for biomedical experimentation. By itself, the social 
misfortune of those potential victims of disease whose suffering could be avoided 
by continuing medical experimentation does not provide a sufficient warrant for 
continuing research. The essentially melioristic goals of medical research must 
be subordinated to the sacrosanctity of the individual (research subject). Only 
a "transcendent social sanction" can justify human experimentation. Mere ben
efit, however great, is not enough. On this view, even when the potential benefits 
from research would accrue to large numbers of present and future sufferers, the 
principle of the individual's dignity remains inviolable. 

Since Jonas's position, as outlined in the first part of his article and sum
marized by me, would require the virtual cessation of medical research on human 
beings, and since his article has achieved very considerable prominence, it is 
important to analyze his argument in some detail. 

Jonas believes that the burdens or foreseeable risks which experimental 
volunteers are asked to accept go beyond, or run counter to, what is fair for the 
individual to sacrifice for the common good. Society needs to be able to call 
upon personal idealism in emergency situations. But the improvement of society 
by means of medical research is not a sufficiently critical goal. The existence 
of society is not at stake. It would undermine the moral basis on which society's 
very existence rests to demand such sacrifice of individuals in a nonemergency 
situation. 

One of the basic assumptions of Jonas's argument is that society has no 
right to exact from its members enormous personal sacrifice for the public good. 
His position may be contrasted with that of James, who claims that unborn 
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generations have a right to benefit from the fruits of research (1972). Jonas 
contends, per contra, that self-sacrifice, in nonemergency situations, is super
erogatory, and that "our descendants have a right to be left an unplundered 
planet; they do not have a right to new miracle cures" (1970). 

Suppose one were to concede this point to Jonas. One might still question 
why it would be wrong for society to accept the willing sacrifice of volunteers. 
Here Jonas's position becomes rather equivocal. On the one hand he declares 
that "the mere issuing of the appeal, the calling for volunteers, with the moral 
and social pressures it inevitably generates, amounts even under the most me
ticulous rules of consent to a sort of conscripting" (1970). However, this seem
ingly firm position undergoes several rapid qualifications and modifications, so 
that within a few pages, the initial blanket prohibition against medical research 
(in nonemergency situations) has been replaced with the conclusion that "when 
the research objective is worthy enough" it is "defensible and right" to accept 
certain sorts of volunteers. It will be instructive to trace the evolution of Jonas's 
argument as it moves from a strict to a more permissive stance. 

The first modification occurs when Jonas suggests that the moral problems 
posed by consent which is not truly free because it is "conscripted" by social 
pressure can be circumvented. If the appeal for volunteers is addressed to the 
physician-researcher himself and the scientific confraternity at large then "almost 
all of the associated legal, ethical and metaphysical problems vanish." The moral 
advantages of autoexperimentation are many, for when the scientific community 
engages in self-recruitment there will be a maximum of identification, under
standing, and spontaneity. 

Unfortunately, despite its theoretical moral advantages, autoexperimentation 
has a serious practical disadvantage. To have a reasonable chance of success in 
the fight against disease, medical experimentation requires a large number of 
research subjects, and for many purposes these recruits must have special char
acteristics; for example, they may have to be current sufferers from the disease 
under investigation. 

At this point one could simply decide that the needs of medical experi
mentation must be subordinated to the requirements of morality. This is the 
conclusion one would expect Jonas to adopt, given his initial value position. 
Instead, he introduces further substantial modifications. Jonas is deeply troubled 
by the vulnerability of sick patients to exploitation: "The afflicted should not be 
called upon to bear additional burden and risk, ... they are society's special 
trust and the physician's particular trust-these are elementary responses of our 
moral sense" (1970). But once again his position bends and his resistance to 
medical experimentation weakens when he confronts the hard reality that totally 
to disallow experimentation on sick patients would undermine the main purpose 
of medical research-the conquest of disease. This objective, which he had 
previously labeled merely "melioristic," is now judged adequate to justify at 
least some experimentation on patients. 
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The moral quandary involved with using patients as research subjects is 
especially painful because "all the factors that make the patient, as a category, 
particularly accessible and welcome for experimentation at the same time com
promise the quality of the responding affirmation that must morally redeem the 
making use of them" (1970). The patient is typically in a weakened physical 
state, often emotionally upset, and is likely to feel dependent upon and submissive 
toward those who are charged with his care and treatment. Despite all of this, 
Jonas is forced, albeit reluctantly, to concede that if medical progress is to occur 
at all "not even the superlative privilege of the suffering and the sick can be kept 
wholly intact from the intrusion of its needs." Despite his initial strictures, which 
seem to assign a lower priority to medical research than to the preservation of 
personal inviolability, Jonas at this point insists only that the duty of fidelity 
which the physician owes to his patient is heightened for the 
physician-researcher, who bears the onus of limiting his undue power, mini
mizing persuasion, and guaranteeing that the research objectives are defensible. 

By the end of his paper, the principle of "identification" provides the only 
absolute and unequivocal limitation to medical experimentation. No experiments 
on patients are permissible which are unrelated to their disease. The dignity of 
the patient-subject can be preserved only if it is his own kind of suffering and 
disease which he is helping to alleviate in others. This principle guarantees to 
the patient some measure of identification with the cause of scientific research. 
It must be noted, however, that phrases such as "related to his disease" are 
sufficiently vague that a discretionary judgment is unavoidable. Someone must 
decide whether the required degree of "relatedness" is present. The phrase "his 
own kind of suffering and disease" also admits of differing interpretations. One 
can adopt a more or less permissive classification system: for example, is the 
suffering of a patient with lung cancer of "the same kind" as the suffering of the 
patient with breast cancer or the person who has suffered a stroke? This sort of 
consideration renders Jonas's conclusion a little more equivocal than he seems 
to realize. 

I have spent some time tracing the threads of Jonas's argument and pointing 
out difficulties and apparent inconsistencies. Whatever the weaknesses of his 
argument, there is much to be learned from Jonas's paper. He reminds us of the 
danger that the utilitarian principle of maximizing overall social good could lead 
us to permit experiments which violate other important moral values, such as 
the principles of individual dignity and distributive justice. Jonas reminds us 
forcefully that medical ethics is not solely an ethics of maximizing benefits and 
minizing harms. The ideals of distributive justice and individual dignity should 
act as a "brake" or check against the sort of crass benefit-producing ethic which 
would classify some individuals as fit to be conscripted forcibly for some social 
end because they are burdensome and therefore socially "expendable." 

It may be that the benefits of continuing to support a vast research effort 
are so great that society will feel that it has "no choice" but to accede. After all, 
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human dignity can be severely undermined by serious illness as well as by the 
human experimentation designed to eliminate such illness. If one is faced with 
a choice between protecting personal dignity by imposing a ban on human 
experimentation, or protecting the dignity of potential beneficiaries of research 
by permitting such experimentation to proceed, it is defensible to be influenced 
by the numbers involved. As Lasagna comments, "There is nothing intrinsically 
more noble about a concern for the individual than a desire to aid the many; in 
fact, it might be argued that the opposite underlies the democratic process or the 
social contract in general" (1970). After eschewing the utilitarian ethos, Jonas 
seems finally to adopt it himself. But he does so with great reluctance, cautiously, 
and with numerous qualifications. From these we can learn much. 

9. INFORMED CONSENT 

The evaluation of risk and benefit has been shown to be a difficult and 
complex task. But it is not a task solely for professionals. No man has the right 
to risk the health and welfare of another human being without his knowledge 
and consent. It is now generally accepted that every potential research subject 
is entitled, morally and legally, to undertake his own evaluation of the risks and 
benefits, and to bring to bear his own attitudes and values in reaching a decision. 
He is entitled to have the opportunity to view himself, and to be viewed by the 
investigator, as a "joint adventurer" or a "partner" in the enterprise rather than 
as experimental "raw material." Consent makes this relationship possible, and 
represents the duty of fidelity and loyalty between researcher and subject (Ram
sey, 1970). 

For an experiment to be morally legitimate, more than simple consent is 
required. If a person agrees to become a research subject without having been 
given adequate information in a form which he can understand, then he has not 
really had an opportunity to decide his own fate. He has been used as a "guinea 
pig," treated as an object or thing rather than as a person or coadventurer. Valid 
consent requires that we have an opportunity to deliberate before reaching a 
decision. It thereby recognizes our capacities for personhood. In particular, the 
capacity for acting on the basis of rational reflection is a key element of personal 
dignity. To be consistent with the individual's right to autonomy, his right to 
control what is done to and with his body, consent must be truly informed. 

This requirement leads to an obvious difficulty. Medical experiments are 
often highly technical. Ingelfinger argues that this ensures the failure of most 
attempts to obtain informed consent from research subjects: 

How can the layman comprehend the importance of his perhaps not receiving, as 
determined by the luck of the draw, the highly touted new treatment that his roommate 
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will get? How can he appreciate the sensation of living for days with a multi-lumen 
intestinal tube passing through his mouth and pharynx? How can he interpret the 
information that an intravascular catheter and radiopaque dye injection have an 0.01 
percent probability of leading to a dangerous thrombosis or cardiac arrhythmia? (1972) 
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Without a short course in medicine or a proper scientific background, the research 
subject cannot realistically be expected to assimilate such technical information. 
Not only is the patient-subject incapable of understanding the inconvenience and 
hazards to which he will be exposed, he is in no position to weigh and balance 
these against the benefits that may result either for him or for future patients. 

It will often be completely impossible to inform the patient of possible risks 
because the experimenter himself may not be aware of all contingencies. More
over, any attempt to give the patient a complete list might well have the opposite 
result from that intended, for studies have shown that patient comprehension 
varies inversely with the elaborateness of the material presented (Epstein and 
Lasagna, 1969). No good result is likely to come from providing a subject with 
a complete list of all the minutiae of the proposed experimental procedure, 
together with all of its conceivable sequelae. 

These considerations have led Ingelfinger to the conclusion that "the process 
of obtaining 'informed consent,' with all its regulations and conditions, is no 
more than an elaborate ritual, a device that, when the subject is uneducated and 
uncomprehending, confers no more than the semblance of propriety on human 
experimentation" (1972). Some writers have pushed this line of reasoning to the 
further conclusion that there is no point in giving any scientific information to 
subjects and that, instead, the experimenter must use his own best judgment in 
assuming responsibility for the safety of his subjects. We might call this "medico
scientific paternalism." 

The case against the doctrine of informed consent is further reinforced by 
Lasagna, who claims that "in my own experience as a physician and investigator, 
not only are patients usually incapable of making the decisions in question (which 
is not surprising) but they are usually not desirous of making such decisions" 
(1971). 

Based on evidence and arguments of the sort advanced by Ingelfinger and 
Lasagna, a number of writers have concluded that informed consent is both 
impossible and undesirable. However, the conclusion that informed consent must 
be a sham rests on the dubious assumption that informed consent requires that 
full and complete information be communicated to and comprehended by the 
research subject. In fact, the doctrine of informed consent requires no such 
absurdity. 

The purpose of the doctrine is to make meaningful the research subject's 
right to autonomy. Without knowing the "relevant" facts, a person is in no 
position to control a fundamental aspect of his life. To be "swamped" and 
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confused with a mass of technical detail equally undermines the research subject's 
right to autonomy. Fortunately, this "all or nothing" dichotomy can be avoided. 

The courts can provide us with some (though limited) guidance here. The 
legal position is less clear than one might wish, but it seems to be agreed that 
something less than total information will satisfy the law. In Canterbury vs. 
Spence (1972), the United States Court of Appeals held that 

the test for detennining whether a particular peril must be divulged is its materiality 
to the patient's decision: all risks potentially affecting the decision must be unmasked. 
a risk is thus material when a reasonable person, in what the physician knows or 
should know to be the patient's position, would be likely to attach significance to the 
risk or cluster of risks in deciding whether or not to forego the proposed therapy. 

The Canadian case of Halushka vs. The University of Saskatchewan (1965) is 
of particular interest because in that case the court applied the doctrine of in
formed consent to a situation of nontherapeutic research. Halushka, a research 
subject, was told that an anaesthetic was being tested and that a catheter would 
be inserted into a vein in his arm; but he was not told that the anaesthetic was 
new, nor that the catheter would be advanced to his heart. In awarding him 
damages for the cardiac arrest he suffered, Justice Hall declared: 

the duty imposed upon those engaged in medical research . . . to those who offer 
themselves as subjects for experimentation . . . is at least as great, if not greater than, 
the duty owed by the ordinary physician or surgeon to his patient. There can be no 
exception to the ordinary requirements of disclosure in the case of research as there 
may well be in ordinary medical practice. The researcher does not have to balance 
the probable effect of lack of treatment against the risk of treatment itself. The example 
of risks being properly hidden from a patient when it is important that he should not 
worry can have no application in the field of research. The subject of medical ex
perimentation is entitled to a full and frank disclosure of all the facts, probabilities 
and opinions which a reasonable man might be expected to consider before giving 
his consent. 

This landmark judgment of Justice Hall requires some emendation, however. 
Information is material and ought to be disclosed even if it would not influence 
a reasonable man when it is known that it would influence the potential subject. 
The importance of this qualification emerges in the Report of the Board of 
Regents of the University of the State of New York in the notorious case involving 
patients at the Jewish Chronic Disease Hospital in Brooklyn. The Regents found 
that "a patient has the right to know he is being asked to volunteer and to refuse 
to participate in an experiment for any reason, intelligent or otherwise, well
informed or prejudiced. A physician has no right to withhold from a prospective 
volunteer any fact which he knows may influence the decision" (1966). In the 
case at hand, the subject-patients were not told that the cells with which they 
were to be injected were live cancer cells. The physicians regarded the experiment 
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as medically harmless, and in defense of their actions pleaded "therapeutic 
privilege" as justification for nondisclosure. They did not wish to upset the 
potential subjects unduly by the use of the emotive work "cancer." However, 
the doctrine of therapeutic privilege (which justifies a doctor in withholding 
information from his patient if he reasonably believes that the patient's best 
interest would not be furthered by disclosure) has no applicability to a situation 
of nontherapeutic research. The decision was properly the volunteer's to make, 
and ought not to have been usurped by the physician. In Halushka's case it 
seems incontrovertible that a reasonable person in the position of the research 
subject would be likely to attach significance to the information which was 
withheld from Halushka, for it pointed to the possibility of significant risk. The 
information withheld was material. 

The doctrine of informed consent requires that an experimenter disclose 
only those facts which are material. An experimenter who fails to disclose some 
exceedingly remote risk of minor harm is not culpable, legally or morally. 
Unfortunately, however, it is not possible to define with any precision, what, 
for purposes of law or morals, constitutes a "material fact" or a "significant 
risk." A one-in-ten chance of mortality is clearly significant. A one-in-a-million 
chance of a slight injury is clearly insignificant. Controversy centers in the wide 
area between these extreme poles. For example, in the 1968 case of Davis vs. 
Wyeth Laboratories, Inc., a case involving live-virus immunization, it was held 
that even a one-in-a-million chance of contracting polio was a material hazard 
requiring disclosure. As the court acknowledged in this case, "There is no bright 
line separating the significant from the insignificant; the answer in any case must 
abide a rule of reason." It thus becomes the responsibility of the experimenter 
(together with the various institutional ethics review committees) to chart a 
defensible course between the extremes of total disclosure and total concealment. 
Both risk and stake are germane, as are the particular attitudes and values of the 
individual research subject. All the information which is relevant must be pre
sented to the subject in a form which is usable by that subject in his decision 
making. Since some subjects will misapprehend the information provided and 
others will be reluctant to admit to difficulties of comprehension, it is the re
sponsibility of the investigator not to proceed with an experiment until he is sure 
that the necessary information has been successfully communicated. One useful 
proposal designed to reduce the problem of explaining scientific facts to vol
unteers who are not scientists is that the experiment be discussed with possible 
volunteers in the presence of a third party, the "subject's friend." This person 
should be highly qualified to judge, skilled at communication with laymen, but 
independent (that is, not associated with the research project and not a colleague 
of the investigator). He should be able to put himself entirely on the subject's 
side and to ensure, by asking questions, that an adequate explanation has been 
given and understood (Vere, 1978). 
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10. VOLUNTARY CONSENT AND SPECIAL SUBJECTS 

Our discussion of infonned consent has, to this point, concentrated on the 
issue of the nature and amount of infonnation which is required by the doctrine, 
and the problem of subject comprehension of the infonnation provided. Another 
set of moral problems, equally contentious, centers on the requirement that 
consent be not only infonned but also "free" or "voluntary." The Nuremberg 
Code "unpacks" the notion of "voluntary consent" as meaning "that the person 
involved should have legal capacity to give consent: should be so situated as to 
be able to exercise free power of choice without the intervention of any element 
of force, fraud, deceit, duress, overreaching or other ulterior fonns of constraint 
or coercion. . . ." 

The issue of duress poses a fundamental problem when one attempts to 
decide whether and under what conditions it is possible to obtain valid consent. 
How much importance should be assigned to "internal constraints"-such as may 
be present in a person who is mentally ill or retarded or addicted to alcohol or 
heroin-in deciding whether a potential research subject is competent to give 
consent? How much importance should be assigned to such "external constraints" 
as institutionalization or poverty? Does financial remuneration or other reward 
constitute "undue influence"? 

The moral problems raised by these questions are serious and difficult, and 
it will not be possible here to offer more than a brief survey of the central issues 
and arguments concerning patients and prisoners. 

Patients 

Something has already been said about the ethical issues involved in ex
perimenting on patients. Gray quotes Anna Freud's opinion that "all doctors use 
the transferred positive relationship from their patient for their own advantage. 
The patient is in a state of submission, admiration, obedient to the doctor" 
(1975). This submissive deference can be easily exploited (perhaps uncon
sciously) by doctors who solicit their patients to participate in medical research. 
Since the role of personal physician diverges significantly from that of scientific 
investigator-although the same person may take both roles-it seems exploi
tative to use the trust accumulated in the fonner for purposes related only to the 
latter. The problem becomes more difficult still when the patient is gravely ill 
and/or institutionalized. It seems unreasonable to expect that a patient who is 
suffering from great pain, discomfort, emotional fatigue, or distress, will be able 
to attend to the subtleties of a complex research project, much less rationally 
assess potential risks and benefits. Although there may be no question of force, 
fraud, or deceit, the circumstances surrounding serious illness may be thought 
to constitute a kind of duress. Illness frequently makes a patient even more 
dependent and eager to please his doctor than nonnal. When the sick patient is 
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also hospitalized, the dangers of subtle coercion are enhanced by the intimidation 
that many people feel in the hospital setting. 

Since the competence of a seriously ill patient (like that of any potential 
research subject) is something which admits of degrees, the moral issue for 
research ethics becomes: how much competence is sufficient for valid consent? 
This way of posing the question may be misleading, however, since it implies 
that there is a single fixed degree of competence which, if reached, would be 
satisfactory for all research purposes. As a general principle, one might propose 
that the greater the risk of harm and the greater the seriousness of the harm 
risked, the higher should be the level of competence required for valid consent. 
On this proposal, the greater the obstacles to voluntary consent inherent in the 
potential subject's condition (pain, distress, etc.), or his circumstances (hospi
talized, dependent, etc.) the less will be the ethically permissible level of risk 
imposed by the experiment. Particularly hazardous experiments should gather 
their subjects from the freest and best-informed members of society. Experiments 
which pose little or no risk to their subjects might be allowed to proceed even 
if the quality of consent given by the subject is less than ideal. Consider how 
these criteria would apply to research such as that of Isbell et al. (1955). The 
production of alcohol-induced pathology on former morphine addicts is hazardous 
for the subjects; and the "character disorders" and "inadequate personalities" of 
the volunteers, their previous status as drug addicts, and their current status as 
prisoners are all factors which militate against a favorable assessment of the 
experiment from an ethical point of view. 

Prisoners 

Since the time of ancient Persia and Egypt prisoners have been regarded 
as "expendables" in the cause of medical advance. They have, for example, been 
infected, often without their knowledge or consent, with such diseases as malaria 
and syphilis. This long history of abusive exploitation of prisoners has led to 
numerous appeals for the abolition of experimentation on prisoners (and other 
captive populations). At present the United States appears to be the only country 
in which prisoners are allowed to be used as volunteer subjects for nontherapeutic 
medical research. The pharmaceutical industry is the major sponsor of research 
involving prisoners as subjects. Much of the research involves analyzing the 
effects of cosmetic and pharmaceutical products. Prison volunteers are readily 
and inexpensively available, and prisons provide a stable environment in which 
experimental variables can be held relatively constant. * 

With respect to the controversy surrounding experimentation on prisoners, 
the ethical principles involved are those already familiar from the previous dis
cussion. Both proponents and opponents are agreed that the fundamental ethical 

* For a more detailed analysis, see "Biomedical Experimentation on Prisoners," lonsen et aI. (1977). 
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principles relevant to prison research are utility (risk-benefit analysis), respect 
for persons and their autonomy, and distributive justice. 

Those who defend prison research typically rely on utilitarian arguments 
cast in tenns of favorable risk-benefit ratios: the risks to prisoners are claimed 
to be low; the benefits to society (including the prisoners themselves) are claimed 
to be high. For initial controlled experiments on humans ("Phase 1 drug tests"), 
it is claimed by the pharmaceutical industry that few other populations are 
available. Thus, if prison research were eliminated or severely restricted, the 
development of beneficial new drugs and medical procedures might well be 
delayed. 

This rationale for prison research has been challenged, however, by the 
National Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and 
Behavioral Research (USA), which could find no strong evidence of any necessity 
to conduct research in prisons (1977). Groups of noninstitutionalized paid vol
unteers are an available alternative, though such volunteers would, admittedly, 
be more expensive to employ than prisoners. 

A second, more plausible utilitarian rationale for pennitting prison research 
is furnished by the many potential benefits to prisoners themselves. The most 
obvious benefits to prisoners are money, personal satisfaction from altruistic 
conduct, and an improved chance of parole. The remuneration from participation 
in research, although low both in absolute tenns and in comparison with what 
is paid to free-living volunteers, is of enonnous benefit to some prisoners. Many 
prisoners would not otherwise be provided with sufficient necessities to maintain 
a minimally decent life, or with those modest amenities which make incarceration 
easier to bear. Alternative institutional employment is often not available and, 
when available, offers only a small fraction (one-third to one-fifth) the rate of 
pay for research. Nor is money always the dominant motivation and benefit. 
Frank Hatfield, a fonner prison research volunteer, testifies that "although my 
initial motivation to participate was monetary, my greater involvement in the 
program came about only after I saw another dimension-the chance to do 
something for others (1977). Inmates are usually told that research participation 
will not bring them early parole, but since a record of participation goes in one's 
file, many believe or hope that it will be favorably noted. 

There are also a number of other, less direct benefits to prisoners from 
research. They may enjoy improved surroundings, better health care, enhanced 
status among fellow inmates, relief from boredom, and an opportunity to exercise 
personal autonomy through significant decision making. This last-mentioned 
benefit is, perhaps, especially important. To cite again the personal experience 
of Hatfield: he claims that in the highly structured environment of prisons, where 
there are few choices and little sense of purpose, medical research provides a 
meaningful opportunity to preserve or develop a sense of freedom and personal 
dignity. 

It is undeniable that prison research can produce many of the benefits for 
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prisoners of the sort just outlined, though critics are wont to point out such 
countervailing disbenefits as the harm caused to prisoners subjected to hazardous 
research projects. 

The gravamen of the case against prison research is not, however, the 
alleged disutility of such research so much as its incompatibility with the principle 
of distributive justice and the principle of respect for persons and their autonomy. 
Even if it were demonstrated that prison research produces overall a highly 
favorable cost-benefit ratio, many critics would continue to object-on grounds 
of distributive justice. Figures for the year 1975, produced by the Pharmaceutical 
Manufacturer's Association, indicate that about 85% of all toxicity tests in the 
United States for new drugs were performed on prisoners (Branson, 1977). Such 
figures inevitably confront us with the moral issue of whether prisoners, as a 
group, bear a disproportionate share of the burdens of research. Since the lower 
socioeconomic classes and minority groups (racial and ethnic) tend to predom
inate in the typical prison population, it could be further argued that the injustice 
is exacerbated because not only is the burden on prisoners disproportionate, but 
it further disadvantages members of an already disadvantaged group. Because 
of their lower socioeconomic status, it is likely also that prisoners as a group 
do not receive a fair share of the benefits-the sophisticated and expensive drugs 
and medical procedures-that ultimately result from such medical research. As 
Fried notes (1974), one of the central functions of morality is to restrain the 
impulse to profit from those who are already disadvantaged and vulnerable to 
exploitation and to require special justification for imposing greater burdens on 
others than we accept for ourselves. 

In assessing the claim that prisoners have a right to decide for themselves 
whether the benefits of participation in research outweigh the costs, one must 
keep in mind the fact that prisoners are "captives" of the state, confined in an 
inherently coercive environment, and stripped of most of their ordinary civil 
rights. A critic of prison research could argue that free choice is not a genuine 
possibility in a prison environment. Or, a critic could rest his opposition to prison 
research on the less strong claim that even though some prisoners may be able 
to transcend the constraints of their environment and choose autonomously, one 
simply cannot know when consent in prison is genuinely free and voluntary. 
There is no reliable way to identify the cases, so consent will always be of 
suspect validity. Where it is questionable that a potential subject can give vol
untary consent, it is wrong to proceed. 

The very magnitude of the benefits which prisoners derive from becoming 
research subjects highlights the restricted nature of the choices available to them. 
Jessica Mitford makes the point dramatically: "Systematically impoverished by 
his keepers, denied a decent wage, the prisoner is reduced to bartering his body 
for cigarettes and candy money" (1973). Thus, while it might seem that the 
principle of respect for persons requires that prisoners be allowed to volunteer 
for research, further analysis suggests the opposite conclusion. The National 
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Commission puts the argument succinctly: "When persons seem regularly to 
engage in activities which, were they stronger or in better circumstances, they 
would avoid, respect dictates that they be protected against those forces that 
appear to compel their choices" (1977). The social and economic deprivation 
of prison life compromises the freedom of prisoners and undermines the validity 
of their consent to participate in research. Those who are truly concerned for 
prisoner well-being might consider advocating reform of those oppressive con
ditions which induce prisoners to risk their health by "volunteering" for research. 
When prisoners can obtain some of the same benefits by alternative means, their 
status as volunteers will become less questionable. 

The argument does not, however, end here, for those who defend prison 
research may not concede that prisoners are "captive" in any special sense. 
Lasagna, for example, contends that the situation of the prisoner is not essentially 
different from that of the person living in poverty who needs money, the guilt
laden neurotic who needs to assuage his conscience, or the religious fanatic who 
needs to appease his God (1970). 

It must, I think, be conceded to Lasagna that the social and psychological 
distinction between coerced behaviour and free/voluntary behavior will often be 
difficult to make. The coercive effects of restricted choice are not confined 
exclusively to life in prison. Equally serious doubts have been raised, by Barber, 
for example (1976), about whether laboratory assistants and medical or other 
students, whom the clinical investigator or social scientist often uses as exper
imental subjects, should be regarded as genuine volunteers or as captive popu
lations. Moreover, it must be conceded that we are all subject to the behavioral 
constraints of our environment and our personal psychological makeup. Auton
omy is never completely present and almost never completely absent. It is largely 
a matter of degree. There are, as Lasagna claims, real similarities between the 
effects of poverty and those of prison on research volunteers. But what conclusion 
follows from this observation? 

It may be that the best we can do, when dealing with prospective research 
subjects whose circumstance raises doubts as to their autonomy (whether pris
oners or the poor or seriously ill patients), is to proceed, if at all, oilly with 
great caution, and only where there is a compelling need for the proposed research 
to use this subject pool. Where there exists serious reason to doubt the quality 
of a potential subject's consent, no experiment should be permitted in which 
there is a significant risk of serious harm; and if an alternative (and ethically less 
questionable) pool of subjects is available, it should be mandatory that it be 
chosen instead. Jonas's suggestion of a "descending order of permissibility" 
provides us with a useful rule. Those who are least able to give voluntary and 
informed consent should be the last chosen as subjects for hazardous research. 

Before leaving the issue of what is to count as "voluntary" consent, it will 
be useful to say something about the practice of using one therapy as "bait" for 
obtaining compliance with another therapy. This tactic has been employed by 
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Liebson, et al. (1973), who succeeded in showing that, at least over a short
tenn period, drinking by alcoholic-narcotic addicts can be arrested by disulfiram 
when their maintenance on methadone is made contingent on their taking di
sulfiram. In brief, the problem with which they were dealing is this: when addicts 
give up heroin in exchange for methodone maintenance, a substantial portion 
become alcoholic. The disulfiram prevents alcohol abuse; but many patients tend 
not to take their prescribed disulfiram. This tendency was overcome by making 
their access to methodone contingent on their taking disulfiram. However, if one 
keeps in mind that the people responsible for the treatment of the heroin addiction 
were responsible for creating the patients' physical dependency on methadone, 
which dependency they then utilized to "force" the patients to take disulfiram, 
then one may well conclude that the level of coercion involved is incompatible 
with a description of the subjects as "volunteers." The subjects/patients seem to 
have benefited from the procedure, but the absence of genuine consent is seriously 
troubling. * 

11. RANDOMIZED CLINICAL TRIALS 

Reference was made, in the introductory section of this chapter, to the 
tension which may exist between the therapeutic and experimental roles. Potential 
conflict between the physician's traditional therapeutic function and his new 
function as clinical investigator is intensified by randomized clinical trials. 

In a randomized clinical trial, patients are allocated to a particular treatment 
category, or its alternative, at random. In a controlled trial, some patients will 
be randomly assigned to a group receiving the new therapy being evaluated and 
some to a group receiving the standard therapy, which could be a similar treatment 
or a placebo, depending on what is currently accepted for the disease. By this 
method the relative safety and efficacy of the new treatment can be properly 
assessed. In order to further safeguard against the misleading influence of bias 
or other extraneous factors, the results of the random assignment may be kept 
from the subject ("single blind") or from both the subject and investigator ("dou
ble blind") until after the completion of the trial. Only by comparing mortality 
and morbidity rates in large groups can we develop new treatments and thereby 
reduce human suffering. 

The importance of carefully weighing the placebo effect of giving any type 
of medication in a therapeutic environment is effectively illustrated by Sereny 
and Kalant (1965). As they point out, administration of an active drug will 
typically involve additional hazards for the patient. Ifthe same (or comparable) 

* Dr. Frederick B. Glaser drew my attention to this problem and to the ethical implications of the 
Liebson et al. (1973) study. 
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benefits can be obtained by a patient from a placebo, then it would be clearly 
undesirable to employ an active drug. Sereny and Kalant (1965) cite a report by 
Koutsky and Sletten (1963) which points to the futility of uncontrolled studies: 
"In uncontrolled preliminary trials of chlordiazepoxide they gained the impression 
that it was an excellent agent for the treatment of alcohol-withdrawal symptoms, 
but in a subsequent double-blind study they came to the conclusion that it was 
no better than saline solution." 

In theory, randomized clinical trials will be undertaken only when the value 
of alternative treatments is not yet established scientifically. If the physician does 
not know which is the better treatment then it cannot be said to be contrary to 
the patient's interest for him to become part of a controlled experiment. In some 
cases those assigned to the new treatment will benefit in comparison with those 
receiving the traditional therapy; in other cases, the controls will benefit more. 
Regardless, the patient will receive especially careful medical observation and 
attention, and no one can complain that the "better" therapy was denied him 
since, ex hypothesi, it will not be known which therapy is better until the trial 
has been completed. Thus, it may be claimed that the research subject-patients 
in a randomized clinical trial have nothing to lose, and something to gain, and 
that future patients stand to benefit greatly. A medical system which regularly 
employs this sort of testing will provide patients, overall, with a better chance 
of being treated effectively, at less cost, and with fewer risks of being poisoned 
or otherwise harmed. 

The first of the moral problems raised by the randomized clinical trial relates 
to the potential conflict between the goals of therapy and the goals of experi
mentation. Although a serious effort is being made to cure a particular patient 
of his particular illness, the fact that the treatment system is not individualized 
to that patient's special needs seems to violate the physician's obligation of 
unqualified fidelity to his patient's health. Fried asks the key question: "Is it ever 
likely to be the case that in a complex medical situation the balance of harms 
and benefits discounted by their appropriate probabilities really does appear on 
the then available evidence to be in equipose? Or even approximately enough 
in equipose to make the argument go through?" (1974) The morally troubling 
doubt is that physicians are able to recruit a statistically significant number of 
volunteers for randomized clinical trials only by neglecting the particular cir
cumstances of individual patients. When all of the patient's circumstances, in
cluding his attitudes and his value system, are brought into the equation, it seems 
doubtful that the risks and benefits of the treatment alternatives will often be in 
perfect eqUilibrium. To proceed without such an inquiry, or to randomize treat
ment in the face of evidence which suggests that one treatment scheme would 
be better than another for the individual in question, would involve sacrificing 
the interests of the patient to the interests of science or humanity. The moral 
issue would then become: when, if ever, is such a sacrifice morally justifiable? 

The difficult dilemma which must be confronted is that the moral point of 
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view requires us thoroughly to investigate "therapeutic" measures before they 
become widely used and, at the same time, precludes our examining the efficacy 
of treatment scientifically. One may be tempted to resolve the dilemma by the 
compromise solution of modifying the experimental design so as to permit a 
degree of individualization of treatment. However, to the extent that formalized 
design is sacrificed to individualized treatment, to that extent will scientific rigor 
be lost. This, too, has ethical costs: for a therapeutic trial which is inconclusive 
owing to a poor design will yield inconclusive results, possible harm to future 
patients, and a need to repeat the entire experimental process with a new set of 
subjects and proper controls. 

A closely related moral problem raised by randomized clinical trials involves 
the requirement of informed consent. The patient is clearly entitled to know that 
he is taking part in a research project, and he has a right to refuse to participate. 
He is clearly entitled to know also that the treatment used in his case is one 
whose efficacy has not yet been established. * Controversy centers on whether 
the patient ought always to be informed that his therapy is being selected by a 
randomizing device. There is some reason to fear that such full disclosure would 
be an insuperable obstacle to recruitment of volunteers and would thereby make 
it impossible to perform further randomized clinical trials. Since such trials are 
of great importance to medical advance, it has been suggested by a number of 
writers and scientists that where there is nothing to choose between the treatments, 
the patient-subject need not be informed of the method (namely, randomization) 
by which his particular treatment will be chosen. The disclosure of the fact of 
randomization is ethically unnecessary, it is argued, so long as the patient knows 
everything which a reasonable person would need to know in order to reach a 
decision. 

To resolve this issue one must decide whether the fact of randomization is 
a "material" fact. One side argues that no disclosure is necessary because there 
is nothing to disclose. So long as no "better treatment" is known, the patient 
cannot legitimately complain. In opposition to this argument, one may recall the 
Report of the Board of Regents in the Jewish Chronic Disease Hospital case 
(see Section 9). The key sentence of the Regent's judgement is this: "A physician 
has no right to withhold from a prospective volunteer any fact which he knows 
may influence the decision." It seems likely that many patients would be influ
enced by knowing the fact of randomized treatment selection. Indeed, it is just 
because it is feared that many would be influenced (and deterred from partici
pation) that some investigators would like to withhold the information. 

If treatment for subject-patients is being selected by a randomizing device 
then they are entitled to know this fact. But if they know this fact they may 

* This right may be overridden in special cases where it is judged, on therapeutic grounds, that a 
very sick patient, or one with psychiatric problems, would be harmed by the information that his 
physician lacks the knowledge to choose the optimal therapy in his case. 
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decline to participate. If enough decline then it will be difficult or impossible 
to achieve statistically reliable results and scientific progress will be adversely 
affected. Here, then, is our final dilemma. When scientific progress (with its 
ensuing social benefits) comes into conflict with the individual's right to informed 
consent, which should prevail? One may attempt to circumvent the dilemma by 
insisting that one ought to tailor one's answer to the facts and circumstances of 
each particular case. This "compromise" position spares one from having to 
choose one or other option, but it confronts one with the equally (or more) 
onerous task of making a difficult moral choice on a case-by-case basis. 

APPENDIX A: THE NUREMBERG CODE 

1. The voluntary consent of the human subject is absolutely essential. 
This means that the person involved should have legal capacity to give consent; 

should be so situated as to be able to exercise free power of choice, without the intervention 
of any element of force, fraud, deceit, duress, over-reaching, or other ulterior form of 
constraint or coercion; and should have sufficient knowledge and comprehension of the 
elements of the subject matter involved as to enable him to make an understanding and 
enlightened decision. This last element requires that before the acceptance of an affirmative 
decision by the experimental subject there should be made known to him the nature, 
duration, and purpose of the experiment; the method and means by which it is to be 
conducted; all inconveniences and hazards reasonably to be expected; and the effects 
upon his health or person that may possibly come from his participation in the experiment. 

The duty and responsibility for ascertaining the quality of the consent rests upon 
each individual who initiates, directs, or engages in the experiment. It is a personal duty 
and responsibility that may not be delegated to another with impunity. 

2. The experiment should be such as to yield fruitful results for the good of society, 
unprocurable by other methods or means of study, and not random and unnecessary in 
nature. 

3. The experiment should be so designed and based on the results of animal ex
perimentation and a knowledge of the natural history of the disease or other problem 
under study that the anticipated results will justify the performance of the experiment. 

4. The experiment should be so conducted as to avoid all unnecessary physical and 
mental suffering and injury. 

5. No experiment should be conducted where there is an a priori reason to believe 
that death or disabling injury will occur; except, perhaps, in those experiments in which 
experimental physicians also serve as subjects. 

6. The degree of risk to be taken should never exceed that determined by the 
humanitarian importance of the problem to be solved by the experiment. 

7. Proper preparations should be made and adequate facilities provided to protect 
the experimental subject against even remote possibilities of injury, disability, or death. 

8. The experiment should be conducted only by scientifically qualified persons. The 
highest degree of skill and care should be required through all stages of the experiment 
of those who conduct or engage in the experiment. 
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9. During the course of the experiment the human subject should be at liberty to 
bring the experiment to an end if he has reached the physical or mental state at which 
continuation of the experiment seems to him to be impossible. 

10. During the course of the experiment, the scientist in charge must be pr(;pared 
to terminate the experiment at any stage if he has probable cause to believe-in the 
exercise of good faith, superior skill, and careful judgment required of him-that a 
continuation of the experiment is likely to result in injury, disability, or death to the 
experimental subject. 

APPENDIX B: DECLARATION OF HELSINKI 

Recommendations guiding medical doctors in biomedical research involving human 
subjects, adopted by the 18th World Medical Assembly, Helsinki, Finland, 1964, and 
revised by the 29th World Medical Assembly Tokyo, Japan, 1975. 

Introduction 

It is the mission of the medical doctor to safeguard the health of the people. His 
or her knowledge and conscience are dedicated to the fulfillment of this mission. 

The Declaration of Geneva of the World Medical Association binds the doctor with 
the words, "The health of my patient will be my first consideration," and the International 
Code of Medical Ethics declares that "Any act or advice which could weaken physical 
or mental resistance of a human being may be used only in his interest." 

The purpose of biomedical research involving human subjects must be to improve 
diagnostic, therapeutic, and prophylactic procedures and to improve the understanding 
of the etiology and pathogenesis of disease. 

In current medical practice most diagnostic, therapeutic, or prophylactic procedures 
involve hazards. This applies a fortiori to biomedical research. 

Medical progress is based on research which ultimately must rest in part on exper
imentation involving human subjects. 

In the field of biomedical research a fundamental distinction must be recognized 
between medical research in which the aim is essentially diagnostic or therapeutic for a 
patient and medical research in which the essential objective is purely scientific and 
without direct diagnostic or therapeutic value to the person subjected to the research. 

Special caution must be exercised in the conduct of research that may affect the 
environment, and the welfare of animals used for research must be respected. 

Because it is essential that the results of laboratory experiments be applied to human 
beings to further scientific knowledge and to help suffering humanity, The World Medical 
Association has prepared the following recommendations as a guide to every doctor in 
biomedical research involving human subjects. They should be kept under review in the 
future. It must be stressed that the standards as drafted are only a guide to physicians all 
over the world. Doctors are not relieved from criminal, civil, and ethical responsibilities 
under the laws of their own countries. 
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I. Basic Principles 

1. Biomedical research involving human subjects must conform to generally accepted 
scientific principles and should be based on adequately performed laboratory and animal 
experimentation and on a thorough knowledge of the scientific literature. 

2. The design and performance of each experimental procedure involving human 
subjects should be clearly formulated in an experimental protocol, which should be 
transmitted to a specially appointed independent committee for consideration, comment, 
and guidance. 

3. Biomedical research involving human subjects should be conducted only by 
scientifically qualified persons under the supervision of a clinically competent medical 
person. The responsibility for the human subject must always rest with a medically 
qualified person and never rest on the subject of the research, even though the subject 
has given his or her consent. 

4. Biomedical research involving human subjects cannot legitimately be carried out 
unless the importance of the objective is in proportion to the inherent risk to the subject. 

S. Every biomedical research project involving human subjects should be preceded 
by careful assessment to the subject or to others. Concern for the interests of the subject 
must always prevail over the interest of science and society. 

6. The right of the research subject to safeguard his or her integrity must always 
be respected. Every precaution should be taken to respect the privacy of the subject and 
to minimize the impact of the study on the subject's physical and mental integrity and 
on the personality of the subject. 

7. Doctors should abstain from engaging in research projects involving human 
subjects unless they are satisfied that the hazards involved are believed to be predictable. 
Doctors should cease any investigation if the hazards are found to outweigh the potential 
benefits. 

8. In publication of the results of his or her research, the doctor is obliged to preserve 
the accuracy of the results. Reports of experimentation not in accordance with the prin
ciples laid down in this Declaration should not be accepted for publication. 

9. In any research on human beings, each potential subject must be adeCfuately 
informed of the aims, methods, anticipated benefits, and potential hazards of the study 
and the discomfort it may entail. He or she should be informed that he or she is at liberty 
to abstain from participation in the study and that he or she is free to withdraw his or her 
consent to participation at any time. The doctor should then obtain the subject's freely 
given consent, preferably in writing. 

10. When obtaining informed consent for the research project, the doctor should 
be particularly cautious if the subject is in a dependent relationship to him or her or may 
consent under duress. In that case the informed consent should be obtained by a doctor 
who is not engaged in the investigation and who is completely independent of this official 
relationship. 

11. In case of legal incompetence, informed consent should be obtained from the 
legal guardian in accordance with national legislation. Where physical or mental incapacity 
makes it impossible to obtain informed consent, or when the subject is a minor, permission 
from the responsible relative replaces that of the subject in accordance with national 
legislation. 
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12. The research protocol should always contain a statement of the ethical consid
erations involved and should indicate that the principles enunciated in the present Dec
laration are complied with. 

II. Medical Research Combined with Professional Care (Clinical 
Research) 

1. In the treatment of the sick person, the doctor must be free to use a new diagnostic 
and therapeutic measure, if in his or her judgment it offers hope of saving life, reestab
lishing health or alleviating suffering. 

2. The potential benefits, hazards, and discomforts of a new method should be 
weighed against the advantages of the best current diagnostic and therapeutic methods. 

3. In any medical study, every patient-including those of a control group, if any
should be assured of the best proven diagnostic and therapeutic method. 

4. The refusal of the patient to participate in a study must never interfere with the 
doctor-patient relationship. 

S. If the doctor considers it essential not to obtain informed consent, the specific 
reasons for this proposal should be stated in the experimental protocol for transmission 
to the independent committee (1, 2). 

6. The doctor can combine medical research with professional care, the objective 
being the acquisition of new medical knowledge, only to the extent that medical research 
is justified by its potential diagnostic or therapeutic value for the patient. 

III. Nontherapeutic Biomedical Research Involving Human Subjects 
(Nonclinical Biomedical Research) 

I. In the purely scientific application of medical research carried out on a human 
being, it is the duty of the doctor to remain the protector of the life and health of that 
person on whom biomedical research is being carried out. 

2. The subjects should be volunteers---either healthy persons or patients for whom 
the experimental design is not related to the patient's illness. 

3. The investigator or the investigating team should discontinue the research if in 
his/her or their judgment it may, if continued, be harmful to the individual. 

4. In research on man, the interest of science and society should never take prec
edence over considerations related to the well-being of the subject. 

APPENDIX C: AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION ETHICAL 
GUIDELINES FOR CLINICAL INVESTIGATION 

The following guidelines are intended to aid physicians in fulfilling their ethical 
responsibilities when they engage in clinical investigation of new drugs and procedures. 

I. A physician may participate in clinical investigation only to the extent that his 
activities are a part of a systematic program competently designed, under accepted stand
ards of scientific research, to produce data that is scientifically valid and significant. 
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2. In conducting clinical investigation, the investigator should demonstrate the same 
concern and caution for the welfare, safety, and comfort of the person involved as is 
required of a physician who is furnishing medical care to a patient independent of any 
clinical investigation. 

3. In clinical investigation primary for treatment-
A. The physician must recognize that the physician-patient relationship exists and 

that he is expected to exercise his professional judgment and skill in the best interest of 
the patient. 

B. Voluntary consent must be obtained from the patient, or from his legally au
thorized representative if the patient lacks the capacity to consent following: (a) disclosure 
that the physician intends to use an investigational drug or experimental procedure: (b) 
a reasonable explanation of the nature of the drug or procedure to be used, risks to be 
expected, and possible therapeutic benefits; (c) an offer to answer any inquiries concerning 
the drug or procedure, and (d) a disclosure of alternative drugs or procedures that may 
be available. 

i. In exceptional circumstances and to the extent that disclosure of information 
concerning the nature of the drug or experimental procedure or risks would 
be expected to materially affect the health of the patient and would be detri
mental to his best interests, such information may be withheld from the patient. 
In such circumstances such information shall be disclosed to a responsible 
relative or friend of the patient where possible. 

ii. Ordinarily, consent should be in writing, except where the physician deems it 
necessary to rely upon consent in other than written form because of the physical 
or emotional state of the patient. 

iii. Where emergency treatment is necessary and the patient is incapable of giving 
consent and no one is available who has authority to act on his behalf, consent 
is assumed. 

4. In clinical investigation primarily for the accumulation of scientific knowledge
A. Adequate safeguards must be provided for the welfare, safety, and comfort of 

the subject. 
B. Consent, in writing, should be obtained from the subject, or from his legally 

authorized representative if the subject lacks the capacity to consent, following: (a) a 
disclosure of the fact that an investigational drug or procedure is to be used; (b) a 
reasonable explanation of the nature of the procedure to be used and risks to be expected; 
and (c) an offer to answer any inquiries concerning the drug or procedure. 

C. Minors or mentally incompetent persons may be used as subjects only if: 

i. The nature of the investigation is such that mentally competent adults would 
not be suitable subjects. 

ii. Consent, in writing, is given by a legally authorized representative of the subject 
under circumstances in which an informed and prudent adult would reasonably 
be expected to volunteer himself or his child as a subject. 

D. No person may be used as a subject against his will. 
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a. Safeguarding the rights and welfare of subjects at risk in activities supported 
under grants and contracts from DHEW is primarily the responsibility of the organization 
which receives or is accountable to DHEW for the funds awarded for the support of the 
activity. In order to provide for the adequate discharge of this organizational responsibility, 
it is the policy of DHEW that no activity involving human subjects to be supported by 
DHEW grants or contracts shall be undertaken unless a committee of the organization 
has submitted to DHEW a certification of such review and approval, in accordance with 
the requirements of this part. 

b. This review shall determine whether these subjects will be placed at risk, and, 
if risk is involved. whether: 

I. The risks to the subject are so outweighed by the sum of the benefits to the 
subject and the importance of the knowledge to be gained as to warrant a decision 
to allow the subject to accept these risks. 

2. The rights and welfare of any such subjects will be adequately protected. 
3. Legally effective informed consent will be obtained by adequate and appropriate 

methods in accordance with the provisions of this part. 
4. The conduct of the activity will be reviewed at timely intervals ... 

c. No grant or contract involving human subjects at risk shall be made to an individual 
unless he is affiliated with or sponsored by an organization which can and does assume 
responsibility for the subjects involved. 

46.3. Definitions 

a. "Organization" means any public or private institution or agency (including 
Federal. state. and local government agencies). 

b. "Subject at risk" means any individual who may be exposed to the possibility 
of injury, including physical. psychological, or social injury, as a consequence of par
ticipation as a subject in any research, development, or related activity which departs 
from the application of those established and accepted methods necessary to meet his 
needs, or which increases the ordinary risks of daily life, including the recognized risks 
inherent in a chosen occupation or field or service. 

c. "Informed consent" means the knowing consent of an individual or his legally 
authorized representative, so situated as to be able to exercise free power of choice without 
undue inducement or any element of force, fraud, deceit, duress, or other form of 
constraint or coercion. The basic elements of information necessary to such consent 
include: 
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I. A fair explanation of the procedures to be followed, and their purposes, including 
identification of any procedures which are. experimental. 

2. A description of any attendant discomforts and risks reasonably to be expected. 
3. A description of any benefits reasonably to be expected. 
4. A disclosure of any appropriate alternative procedures that might be advantageous 

for the subject. 
5. An offer to answer any inquiries concerning the procedures. 
6. An instruction that the person is free to withdraw his consent and to discontinue 

participation in the project or activity at any time without prejudice to the subject. 

d. "Secretary" means the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare or any other 
officer or employee of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare to whom 
authority has been delegated. 

e. "DHEW" means the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. 
f. "Approved assurance" means a document that fulfills the requirements of this part 

and is approved by the Secretary. 
g. "Certification" means the official organizational notification to DHEW in ac· 

cordance with the requirements of this part that a project or activity involving human 
subjects at risk has been reviewed and approved by the organization in accordance with 
the "approved assurance" on file at DHEW. 

h. "Legally authorized representative" means an individual or judicial or other body 
authorized under applicable law to consent on behalf of a prospective subject to such 
subject's participation in the particular activity or procedure. 

46.6. Minimum Requirements for General Assurances 

b. A committee or committee structure which will conduct initial and continuing 
reviews in accordance with the policy outlines in 46.2. Such committee structure or 
committee shall meet the following requirements: 

I. The committee must be composed of not less than five persons with varying 
backgrounds to assure complete and adequate review of activities commonly 
conducted by the organization. The committee must be sufficiently qualified 
through the maturity, experience, and expertise of its members and diversity of 
its membership to insure respect for its advice and counsel for safeguarding the 
rights and welfare of human subjects. In addition to possessing the professional 
competence necessary to review specific activities, the committee must be able 
to ascertain the acceptability of proposals in terms of organizational commitments 
and regulations, applicable law, standards of professional conduct and practice, 
and community attitudes. The committee must therefore include persons whose 
concerns are in these areas. 

2. The committee members shall be identified to DHEW by name; earned degrees, 
if any; position or occupation; representative capacity; and by other pertinent 
indications of experience such as board certification, licenses, etc., sufficient to 
describe each member's chief anticipated contributions to committee delibera
tions. Any employment or other relationship between each member and the 
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organization shall be identified, i.e., full-time employee, part-time employee, 
member of governing panel or board, paid consultant, unpaid consultant. Changes 
in committee membership shall be reported to DHEW in such form and at such 
times as the Secretary may require. 

3. No member of a committee shall be involved in either the initial or continuing 
review of an activity in which he has a conflicting interest, except to provide 
information requested by the committee. 

4. No committee shall consist entirely of persons who are officers, employees, or 
agents of, or are otherwise associated with the organization, apart from their 
membership on the committee. 

5. No committee shall consist of members of a single professional group. 
6. The quorum of the committee shall be defined, but may in no event be less than 

a majority of the total membership duly convened to carry out the committee's 
responsibilities under the terms of the assurance .... 

c. Procedures which the organization will follow in its initial and continuing review 
of proposals and activities. 

d. Procedures which the committee will follow (I) to provide advice and counsel 
to activity directors and investigators with regard to the committee's actions; (2) to insure 
prompt reporting to the committee of proposed changes in an activity and of unanticipated 
problems involving risk to subjects or others; and (3) to insure that any such problems, 
including adverse reactions to biologicals, drugs, radioisotope-labeled drugs, or to medical 
devices, are promptly reported to the DHEW. 

e. Procedures which the organization will follow to maintain an active and effective 
committee and to implement its recommendations. 

46.9. Obligations to Obtain Informed Consent; Prohibition of 
Exculpatory Clauses. 

Any organization proposing to place any subject at risk is obligated to obtain and 
document legally effective informed consent. No such informed consent, oral or written, 
obtained under an assurance provided pursuant to this part shall include any exculpatory 
language through which the subject is made to waive, or to appear to waive, any of his 
legal rights, including any release of the organization or its agents from liability for 
negligence. 

46.10. Documentation of Informed Consent 

The actual procedure utilized in obtaining legally effective informed consent and 
the basis for committee determination that the procedures are adequate and appropriate 
shall be fully documented. The documentation of consent will emply one of the following 
three forms: 
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a. Provision of a written consent document embodying all of the basic elements of 
infonned consent. This may be read to the subject or to his legally authorized repre
sentative, but in any event he or his legally authorized representative must be given 
adequate opportunity to read it. This document is to be signed by the subject or his legally 
authorized representative. Sample copies ofthe consent fonn as approved by the committee 
are to be retained in its records. 

b. Provision of a "short-term" written consent document indicating that the basic 
elements of infonned consent have been presented orally to the subject or his legally 
authorized representative. Written summaries of what is to be said to the patient are to 
be approved by the committee. The short fonn is to be signed by the subject or his legally 
authorized representative and by an auditor witness to the oral presentation and to the 
subject's signature. A copy of the approved summary, annotated to show any additions, 
is to be signed by the persons officially obtaining the consent and by the auditor witness. 
Sample copies of the consent fonn and of the summaries as approved by the committee 
are to be retained in its records. 

c. Modification of either of the primary procedures outlined in paragraphs (a) and 
(b) of this section. Granting of pennission to use modified procedures imposes additional 
responsibility upon the review committee and the organization to establish: (I) that the 
risk to any subject is minimal; (2) that use of either of the primary procedures for obtaining 
infonned consent would surely invalidate objectives of considerable immediate impor
tance; and (3) that any reasonable alternative means for attaining these objectives would 
be less advantageous to the subjects. The committee's reasons for pennitting the use of 
modified procedures must be individually and specifically documented in the minutes and 
in reports of committee actions to the files of the organization. All such modifications 
should be regularly reconsidered as a function of continuing review and as required for 
annual review, with documentation of reaffinnation, revision, or discontinuance, as ap
propriate. 
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